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1. Overview SIGNA Prime Selection AG

Kärnterstrasse 11, Vienna
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GREEN FINANCE FRAMEWORK | OVERVIEW SIGNA PRIME SELECTION AG

SIGNA Prime Selection AG (“SIGNA Prime”, the “Company” or the “Group”) is one of the largest 
European non-listed commercial real estate groups based in Austria. SIGNA Prime has a successful 
strategy of expanding its portfolio by developing and managing high quality properties at prime 
city center locations in major German-speaking cities, focusing on the major conurbations in Austria, 
Germany, Switzerland and Northern Italy. 

The Group’s Gross Asset Value (GAV) amounted to €16.6b¹ as of 31 December 2020, of which 60% 
is attributable to the Long-term Portfolio, 34% to New Investments, and 6% to the Trading Portfolio.

What makes SIGNA Prime unique on the European real estate market are the properties in our 
Long-term Portfolio. This exclusive collection of commercial properties boasts prime downtown loca-
tions in the cities with the strongest economies in German-speaking Europe and Northern Italy. The 
properties in the Long-term Portfolio are located in the cities of Berlin, Vienna, Hamburg, Munich, 
Frankfurt, Cologne, Zurich and Dusseldorf.

With our Long-term Portfolio, SIGNA Prime thinks in terms of generations. We look to maximize the 
length of both lease and loan agreements for these properties. The portfolio is almost fully leased 
at 95.7%¹ occupancy and has a Weighted Average Lease Term (WALT) of 18.4 years¹. Thanks to 
inflation-linked lease agreements, the properties deliver secure cash inflows over the long term and 
good prospects of rental income growth through active asset management. The Long-term Portfolio 
therefore serves as a strong foundation for the Group’s long-term stability. 

Opportunities for the expansion of the Long-term Portfolio come from our own development activities 
in our New Investments portfolio. These properties are subject to the same demand for sought-after 
locations as the Long-term Portfolio. Our diversified pipeline of new investment projects will be 
completed over the next few years. We currently have properties with roughly 850,000 sqm¹ in 
usable floor space under development and can diversify the resulting project risk through effective 
management of the different phases and durations of these projects. According to independent 
appraisals, these projects will carry a market value of more than €13b¹ upon completion. These 
properties will eventually become part of the Long-term Portfolio, unless they are sold separately on a 
case-by-case basis to translate the value enhancements into immediate profits. The New Investments 
portfolio is the engine driving the future growth of SIGNA Prime. 

Where non-strategic properties are acquired as part of portfolio acquisitions, SIGNA Prime actively 
seeks to quickly dispose of these properties as part of our so-called Trading Portfolio.

¹ as of 31.12.2020 incl. minor assets
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GREEN FINANCE FRAMEWORK | OVERVIEW SIGNA PRIME SELECTION AG

SIGNA Prime’s value chain spans all stages of property development and holding, from acquisition, 
through conceptual design, planning, and construction — in some cases taking monument conser-
vation issues into account — to marketing. Particularly in the case of the historic properties in our 
Long-term Portfolio, the focus is on conversion, renovation, and modernization in compliance with 
the requirements for heritage buildings. 

SIGNA Prime sees itself as a partner to the city and is interested in the sustainable development of 
city centers. We have a varied and broadly diversified supply chain, ranging from multinational 
construction companies, through service providers, to small workshops and suppliers. Wherever 
possible and feasible, we engage local contractors. Due to the central downtown location of the 
properties, collaboration during the conversion and renovation phase, in particular, requires the 
service providers and building contractors to have an excellent knowledge of the area. Where 
possible we use regional products to reduce transport emissions, safeguard jobs, and generate 
value for the municipalities in which we operate. 

Long-term financing and cash-flow optimization

Sustainable increase in stakeholder value
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2. Environmental, Social and Governance Strategy

Elbtower, Hamburg
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GREEN FINANCE FRAMEWORK | ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE STRATEGY

SIGNA Prime is committed to responsible corporate governance aimed at creating long-term value. As 
one of Europe’s biggest real estate companies, we are following a model of sustainable development 
that will ensure our future viability. In addition to economic interests, environmental, social, and societal 
aspects are systematically integrated into corporate decisions and processes.

As a real estate company, the topic of “sustainable buildings” plays a major role for us. Against the 
background of the Paris Climate Agreement, which aims to limit global warming to well below 2°C by 
2030 compared to 1990, we actively assume responsibility for climate and environmental protection.

SIGNA Prime is a committed advocate of adhering to the highest ethical principles and the impor-
tance and benefits of maintaining high environmental and sustainable standards. The Group’s 
Code of Conduct (the Code) is a key guide designed to help its companies connect with its values 
and set out expectations for everyday behavior. 

The principles and requirements set out in the Code must be adhered to by all employees, its partners 
and anyone providing services to the Group.

The Management Board of SIGNA Prime has overall responsibility for ensuring that sustainability is 
firmly entrenched in the corporate strategy, in management, and in everyday work. Project and asset 
managers implement the sustainability specifications for all properties from the Long-term Portfolio 
and New Investments, taking architectural quality, financial soundness, and the characteristics of the 
specific projects into account. Climate change and steadily increasing urbanization are major chal-
lenges of our time that SIGNA Prime is actively tackling. 

As a multinational enterprise, we are committed to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) that entered into force at the beginning of 2016. The SDGs set out 17 specific targets for 
more sustainable development by 2030. Our biggest contributions will be to SDG 11 “Sustainable 
Cities and Communities” and SDG 13 “Climate Action.” The sustainability strategy therefore centers 
on the promotion of buildings and architectures that are sustainable in the long term with the aim of 
conserving natural resources, reducing carbon emissions, and minimizing the resulting negative envi-
ronmental impact. Through our development projects and mixed-use concepts, we help to create an 
understanding of urban areas as a cohesive unit for living, shopping, and working for the benefit of 
humankind. 

We are conscious of the responsibility that comes with our projects and firmly believe that the 
increasing integration of sustainable strategies in our business processes is a key factor of influence 
in our commercial success and the satisfaction of our stakeholders. Only by maintaining cooperative 
stakeholder relationships with tenants, business partners, investors, and municipalities built on integrity, 
transparency, and trust can we effectively prioritize the tackling of new challenges and opportunities 
and be successful in this endeavor in the long term.

SIGNA Prime has been implementing sustainability topics in its business model for years and takes the 
principles of sustainable development into account in all of its projects.

SIGNA Prime is fully committed to taking responsibility in the transition to a low-carbon and sustain-
able society and economy. This includes energy efficient and low-carbon construction and building 
management.

https://www.signa.at/assets/upfiles/2019/01/20201211-en-signa-value-management.pdf
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GREEN FINANCE FRAMEWORK | ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE STRATEGY

SIGNA Prime has defined its key sustainability fields by way of a materiality analysis. Here, bench-
marks, international peer group reports, and employee surveys were used to analyze whether those 
topics are of relevance for SIGNA Prime’s different stakeholders, such as investors, tenants, public 
authorities, and employees, and show significant environmental, economic and social impact. We 
regularly discuss sustainability-related topics with our stakeholders and investors. 

The following material topics, specifically, have been identified:

In alignment with the identified material topics, SIGNA Prime has introduced its sustainability strategy 
“Our sustainable SIGNAture 2025”. With this strategy, SIGNA Prime has assigned itself targets and 
measures to reach its sustainability goals regarding environment, social and governance aspects. The 
strategy is available on the company’s website.

By establishing this Green Financing Framework (the “Framework”), SIGNA Prime aims to provide the 
transparency, disclosure, reporting and integrity expected from an issuer in the green finance market.

SIGNA Prime has developed this Framework to attract specific funding for sustainable assets which 
contribute to achieving its sustainability goals and to focus even more on positive environmental impacts. 
Under this Framework, SIGNA Prime can issue a variety of green finance instruments, including green 
bonds, green private placements, and green (syndicated) loans. When issuing Green Financing Instru-
ments, this Green Financing Framework will apply, whether issued by SIGNA Prime Selection AG, or 
any other wholly owned subsidiary.

This Framework is aligned with the core components of the Green Bond Principles (“GBP”) including 
Use of Proceeds, Process for Project Evaluation/Selection, Management of Proceeds and Reporting. 
The GBP were established under the International Capital Market Association’s (“ICMA”) voluntary 
process guidelines for green finance issuances (Green Bond Principles, Voluntary Process Guidelines 
for Issuing Green Bonds, June 2018). 

Going forward, SIGNA Prime additionally will endeavor to align its green financing activities with the 
EU Green Bond Standard as retained and over time amended. For this purpose, SIGNA will adapt its 
Framework to evolving EU legislation on sustainable finance (TEG Recommendations for an EU green 
bond standard, June 2019). SIGNA Prime’s Green Finance Framework may also be amended   and/
or updated to reflect changes in market practice.

 –  Energy and emissions during 
planning, construction, and 
operation

 –  Health and safety of end users

–   Recyclability and longevity of  
construction materials

 –  Sustainable mobility

 –  Training, continuing education,  
and knowledge management 

–  Employee satisfaction 

–  Diversity and equal opportunity

 –  Business compliance,  
including anti-corruption  
and money laundering prevention  

–  Regional value creation

 Sustainable Buildings Attractive Employer Corporate Governance  
and Compliance

https://www.signa.at/en/realestate/signa-prime-selection-ag/
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3. Use of Proceeds

Hermannplatz, Berlin
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GREEN FINANCE FRAMEWORK | USE OF PROCEEDS

An amount equivalent to the net proceeds from SIGNA Prime’s Green Financing Instruments will be 
used to finance or re-finance, in part or in full, new and/or existing Eligible Green Projects and/
or Assets (as defined below) providing distinct environmental benefits. In the case of refinancing 
existing Eligible Green Projects, investments and expenditures which have been made within the 
36-month period preceding the date of issuance of a Green Financing Instrument shall be consid-
ered for inclusion as Eligible Green Projects. Eligible Green Projects can be owned by any subsidi-
aries of SIGNA Prime Selection AG or by joint venture companies and are expected to be located 
in German speaking Europe e.g., Austria, Germany, Switzerland and Northern Italy. 

To qualify as assets eligible for green finance (“Eligible Green Projects”), the assets are required to 
meet at least one of the following eligibility criteria included in the table below. The Eligible Green 
Projects are also mapped with the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 

In addition, all green buildings need to be connected to public transportation (located within a 
15-minute walk of public transportation networks), thus encouraging environmentally friendly travel 
to and within the urban areas.

ELIGIBLE CATEGORY ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA MAPPING ON SDGS

GREEN BUILDINGS

Acquisition, construction or refurbishment of buildings with 
minimum certification of BREEAM “Excellent” and above, 
or LEED “Gold” and above, DGNB “Gold” and above, 
GNI “Gold” and above or any equivalent standard.     

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Renovations or refurbishments of entire existing buildings 
in order to significantly reduce carbon emissions and 
improve energy efficiency by at least 20% in  compari son 
with the energy performance of the building before 
the renovation. These can include (but not limited to) 
installing LED lighting, replacing and/or upgrading 
building management systems.

Individual renovations or refurbishments of existing build-
ings in order to significantly reduce carbon emissions, 
improve energy efficiency. These can include (but are 
not limited to) installing LED lighting, replacing and/or 
upgrading building management systems.  

RENEWABLE ENERGY

New or existing investments in or expenditures on the 
acquisition, development, construction and/or installation 
of renewable energy production units. Renewable energy 
and storage projects can include (but are not limited to):

 -  Installation of photovoltaic solar panels.

 - Dedicated support infrastructure for photovoltaic solar 
energy. 

 - Investments related to the production, connectivity, 
storage and equipment that provide renewable 
energy to the buildings or back to the grid.

CLEAN TRANSPORTATION
Electric vehicle charging infrastructure in our development 
projects.
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4. Process for Project Evaluation and Selection

Mariahilferstrasse 10 –18, Vienna
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GREEN FINANCE FRAMEWORK | PROCESS FOR PROJECT EVALUATION AND SELECTION

The Project Evaluation and Selection Process will ensure that the proceeds of SIGNA Prime’s Green 
Financing are allocated to finance or refinance projects that meet the criteria and objectives set out in 
this Framework. 

General Sustainability Assessment Process 

SIGNA Prime is committed to high standards in environmental, social and ethical matters. As such, all 
of SIGNA Prime’s real estate investments are subject to environmental assessment procedures and in 
line with local environmental and social regulation. Before each potential real estate investment, the 
Group examines the financial viability of each investment, in conjunction with the environmental and 
social risks, and compliance with all applicable local regulations. 

The Group focuses on investments which are either environmentally certified with BREEAM “Excellent” 
and above, LEED “Gold” and above, or equivalent recognizable accreditations or have the potential 
to achieve such through effective and efficient management of the properties. 

Project timing, progress and budgets are carefully monitored, by the relevant in-house team (such as 
investments, project management or asset management teams) together with the support of external 
specialist monitoring advisors. 

In the case where the investment involves the development, re-development or refurbishment of a prop-
erty, health, safety and environmental risks are monitored before and during the performance of works.

Project Selection Process 

SIGNA Prime has already set up a dedicated ESG Council which engages in driving and reviewing 
the sustainable performance and strategy of the Company. In a first step, the ESG Council works in 
coordination with the operational managers to identify potential eligible projects.

Eligible Projects will – in a second step – be evaluated and selected by SIGNA Prime’s “Green Finance 
Committee” (GFC) consisting of members of its Group Management Board, Senior managers respon-
sible for Asset Management, Project Development, Sustainable Finance & ESG Group Strategy as well 
as Property Finance. The process will be chaired by SIGNA Prime’s CFO. 

On an ongoing basis, Eligible Green Projects from SIGNA Prime’s portfolio of projects will be identi-
fied and proposed to the GFC. The GFC will screen these projects against (i) the Eligibility Criteria (as 
described in Section 3), (ii) SIGNA Prime internal policies, and (iii) local regulations. On the basis of 
the screening process, the Green Finance Committee will recommend Eligible Green Projects to the 
Management Board of SIGNA Prime, notifying all other appropriate teams and committees. 

Only projects which are approved by all members can be selected as Eligible Projects. Any appointed 
person within the ESG Team has a veto in all decisions connected to the selection of the Eligible Green 
Projects.

The GFC will review, annually or earlier if should be deemed necessary, the allocation of the proceeds 
to the Eligible Green Projects and determine if any changes are necessary. While any SIGNA Prime 
Green Financing is outstanding, in the case of divestment or cancellation of a project to which proceeds 
have been allocated, SIGNA Prime will reallocate the proceeds to other Eligible Green Projects. 

The GFC will also review the management of proceeds (as described in Section 5) and facilitate 
reporting (as described in Section 6).
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5. Management of Proceeds

Upper West, Berlin
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GREEN FINANCE FRAMEWORK | MANAGEMENT OF PROCEEDS

SIGNA Prime intends to allocate the proceeds from the Green Financing within 36 months to an 
Eligible Green Project, selected in accordance with the use of proceeds criteria and the evaluation 
and selection process presented above. The Head of ESG Strategy & Sustainable Finance is respon-
sible for the management of proceeds.

A list of Eligible Green Projects is kept by an appointed person within the ESG Team, with the respon-
sibility for keeping this list up to date. The list of Eligible Green Projects is monitored during the term 
of the Green Financing Instruments to ensure that the proceeds are sufficiently allocated to Eligible 
Green Projects on a regular basis. 

SIGNA Prime will strive to achieve a level of allocation for the Eligible Green Project Portfolio which, 
after adjustments for intervening circumstances including, but not limited to, sales and repayments, 
matches or exceeds the balance of net proceeds from its outstanding Green Financing. Additional 
Eligible Green Projects will be added to the Issuer’s Eligible Green Project Portfolio to the extent 
required to ensure that the net proceeds from outstanding Green Financing will be allocated to 
Eligible Green Projects. 

The net proceeds from SIGNA Prime’s Green Financing will be deposited in the general account and 
an amount equal to the net proceeds will be earmarked for allocation to the Eligible Green Projects 
as selected by the GFC. 

Pending allocation, unallocated proceeds may be temporarily invested or otherwise maintained in 
cash or cash equivalents or repay existing borrowings, in line with the relevant internal policies.
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6. Reporting

Multergasse, St. Gallen
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GREEN FINANCE FRAMEWORK | REPORTING

In order to enable investors to follow its Green Financing progress, and to provide insight to priori-
tised areas, SIGNA Prime is committed to providing a Green Financing update consisting of an 
Allocation Report and an Impact Report, which will be available on the Group’s website. Such an 
update will be published within 12 months from the issuance of a Green Finance instrument and then 
annually until full allocation, and will present: 

Allocation Reporting
SIGNA Prime will provide allocation reporting including:

- List of Eligible Green Projects (re)financed
- Allocation of the net proceeds of its Green Financing
- Share of proceeds used for financing and re-financing
- Additional details such as the remaining balance of unallocated proceeds

Impact Reporting
Where possible, SIGNA Prime will provide impact reporting on the Eligible Green Projects. The 
reporting may include the following metrics: 

- Type of certification and degree of certification for buildings and projects
- Estimate of annual CO2 emissions avoided (t CO2 eq pa)
- Expected or realised energy consumption of the portfolio (per sqm pa)
- Capacity of renewable energy plant(s) constructed or rehabilitated in MW
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7. External Review

Gänsemarkt, HamburgGänsemarkt, Hamburg
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GREEN FINANCE FRAMEWORK | EXTERNAL REVIEW

To confirm the transparency and robustness of this Green Financing Framework, SIGNA Prime has 
appointed Sustainalytics to provide an independent Second Party Opinion report (SPO). The SPO 
will be available on SIGNA Prime’s website. 

The allocation of Green Finance proceeds, adherence to asset selection criteria, and environmental 
metrics will be reviewed by an external third-party appointed by SIGNA Prime. The verification 
report will be made available on the company’s website.

https://www.signa.at/en/realestate/signa-prime-selection-ag/
https://www.signa.at/en/realestate/signa-prime-selection-ag/
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Disclaimer 
The information and opinions contained in this SIGNA Prime Green Finance Framework (the “Framework”) are provided as at 
the date of this Framework and are subject to change without notice. None of SIGNA Prime Selection AG or any of its affiliates 
(jointly referred to as “SIGNA Prime”) assumes any responsibility or obligation to update or revise such statements, regardless of 
whether those statements are affected by the results of new information, future events or otherwise. This Framework represents 
current SIGNA Prime policy and intent, is subject to change and is not intended to, nor can it be relied on, to create legal 
relations, rights or obligations. 

This Framework is intended to provide non-exhaustive, general information. This Framework may contain or incorporate by refer-
ence public information not separately reviewed, approved or endorsed by SIGNA Prime and accordingly, no representation, 
warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made and no responsibility or liability is accepted by SIGNA Prime as to the 
fairness, accuracy, reasonableness or completeness of such information. This Framework may contain statements about future 
events and expectations that are forward looking statements. None of the future projections, expectations, estimates or prospects 
in this document should be taken as forecasts or promises nor should they be taken as implying any indication, assurance or 
guarantee that the assumptions on which such future projections, expectations, estimates or prospects have been prepared are 
correct or exhaustive or, in the case of assumptions, fully stated in the Framework. 

The information contained in this Framework is provided as of the date of this document and is subject to change without notice. 
SIGNA Prime has and undertakes no obligation to update, modify or amend this Framework or the statements contained herein 
to reflect actual changes in assumptions or changes in factors affecting these statements or to otherwise notify any addressee if 
any information, opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.

You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements (as well as information and opinions) contained 
herein, which are made only as of the date of this Framework and are subject to change without notice. SIGNA Prime does 
not undertake any obligation or responsibility to release any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements and/
or information to reflect events or circumstances after the date of publication of this Framework. The information contained in 
this Framework does not purport to be comprehensive and, unless differently specified in this Framework, has not been inde-
pendently verified by any independent third party.

No representation is made as to the suitability of any Green Financing Instruments to fulfil environmental and sustainability criteria 
required by prospective investors. Each potential purchaser of Green Financing Instruments should determine for itself the rele-
vance of the information contained or referred to in this Framework or the relevant Green Financing Instruments documentation 
for such Green Financing Instruments regarding the use of proceeds and its purchase of Green Financing Instruments should be 
based upon such investigation as it deems necessary. SIGNA Prime has set out its intended policy and actions in this Framework 
in respect of use of proceeds, project evaluation and selection, management of proceeds and reporting, in connection with the 
SIGNA Prime Green Financing Instruments. However, it will not be an event of default or breach of contractual obligations under 
the terms and conditions of any such Green Financing Instruments if SIGNA Prime fails to adhere to this Framework, whether by 
failing to fund or complete Eligible Green Projects and/or Assets or by failing to ensure that proceeds do not contribute directly 
or indirectly to the financing of the excluded activities as specified in this Framework, or by failing (due to a lack of reliable 
information and/or data or otherwise) to provide investors with reports on uses of proceeds and environmental impacts as 
anticipated by this Framework, or otherwise. 

In addition, it should be noted that all of the expected benefits of the Eligible Green Projects and/or Assets as described in this 
Framework may not be achieved. Factors including (but not limited to) market, political and economic conditions, changes in 
government policy (whether with a continuity of the government or on a change in the composition of the government), changes 
in laws, rules or regulations, the lack of available Eligible Green Projects and/or Assets being initiated, failure to complete or 
implement projects and other challenges, could limit the ability to achieve some or all of the expected benefits of these initiatives, 
including the funding and completion of Eligible Green Projects and/or Assets. Each environmentally focused potential investor 
should be aware that Eligible Assets may not deliver the environmental or sustainability benefits anticipated and may result in 
adverse impacts. Any and all liability, whether arising in tort, contract or otherwise which may arise as a result of any failure to 
adhere to or comply with this Framework is hereby disclaimed to the fullest extent permitted by law.

This Framework does not constitute a recommendation regarding any securities of SIGNA Prime. This Framework is not, does 
not contain and may not be intended as an offer or invitation to sell or a solicitation of any offer to underwrite, subscribe for or 
otherwise acquire any debt or any securities issued by SIGNA Prime. In particular, neither this document nor any other related 
material may be distributed or published in any jurisdiction in which it is unlawful to do so, except under circumstances that 
will result in compliance with any applicable laws and regulations. Persons into whose possession such documents may come 
must inform themselves about, and observe, any applicable restrictions on distribution. Any decision to purchase or otherwise 
to invest in Green Financing Instruments should be made solely on the basis of the information to be contained in any offering 
document provided in connection with the offering of such Green Financing Instruments. Prospective investors are required to 
make their own independent investment decisions.
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